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Smart Passwords

Introduction
Passwords are an integral part of any data protection plan. Passwords are what 
makes it possible to secure data. 

Security involves trade-os, usually between safety and convenience. We could 
make our homes much safer by installing several locks with dierent keys on 
each door. Most of us are not willing to do this, however, due to the resulting 
inconvenience. We would have to carry several additional keys, and the time it 
takes to unlock the door would increase noticeably. Unless we live in a very 
dangerous neighborhood, we would not perceive any increase in security that 
would justify the inconvenience. 

These security trade-os apply to passwords as well. A short, memorable 
password is more convenient, but less secure. A long, random gibberish 
password is less convenient, but more secure. 

Many lawyers seem to take comfort in the notion that others aren’t really 
interested in the data we keep, and therefore passwords are not that important. 
After all, who would take the time to hack into one of our computers in order to 
read a client’s contract? Other lawyers might, and unfortunately there is 
precedent for this concern. Some lawyers are willing to collect the work product 
of others or unlawfully access a computer. 

• In re Winkler, 834 N.E.2d 85 (Ind. 2005) (prosecutors suspended for 
taking defendant’s deposition notes during a break). 

• In re Shubov, 802 N.Y.S.2d 437 (N.Y.A.D. 1 Dept. 2005) (attorney 
disbarred after pleading guilty to felonies of computer trespass and 
computer tampering).

• Attorney Grievance Com’n of Maryland v. Potter, 844 A.2d 367 (Md. 2004) 
(attorney disciplined for deleting client files from law firm’s computer 
network).
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• In re Molina, 929 N.Y.S.2d 227 (N.Y.A.D. 1 Dept. 2011) (attorney 
disciplined for accessing confidential tax records of company for use 
in client’s civil suit). 

Of course, even if we never encountered such an unethical attorney in our 
practice, plenty of clients find nothing wrong with similar tactics. 

If you still doubt whether you need to use smart passwords, ask yourself this: 
Do you want to take the chance that a jury in a malpractice action will find your 
use of a dumb password is not negligent? Do you want to explain to the 
disciplinary authorities that your dumb password was sucient to satisfy the 
obligation to maintain client confidences? A smart password makes these two 
scenarios much less likely—which is the factor to consider in the convenience 
vs. security balance. No one wants to face a malpractice suit and think, “If I had 
just used a better password…”

Remember: the inconvenience of using a smart password is a small price to 
pay to avoid a malpractice claim or an adverse disciplinary decision. 

Dumb Passwords
Every so often a list of common passwords shows up in one publication or 
another. Reviewing these lists reveals that people think they are clever when it 
comes to passwords, but in reality they are not. The twenty-five most common 
passwords from 2011 are:

password 123456 12345678 qwerty abc123
monkey 1234567 letmein trustno1 dragon
baseball 111111 iloveyou master sunshine
ashley bailey passw0rd shadow 123123

654321 superman qazwsx michael football
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Before Working On Your Passwords
The first thing you must do is determine what devices need password 
protection. This is an important step because it is easy to overlook something 
and leave a big gap in your security. Here are some of the places where 
passwords are required:

• Workstations: Every computer in the oce should be password 
protected, meaning a user must log in before being able to access the 
operating system or any applications. 

• Access to central file servers. No one should be able to access 
anything on a central server without a password. 

• Wireless networks: It’s generally a bad idea to leave a wireless 
network unlocked: no one needs some guy parked out on the street 
using your wireless network to download child porn to his laptop. 

• External hard drives: Because these can easily be removed from the 
premises, they should be encrypted and password protected.

• Routers: Every network has them, and if your network connects to the 
outside world (aka the Internet) then it should be password 
protected. Without password protection, anyone could access the 
router and change access to make it easier to infiltrate your network. 
All routers come with a default username and password (usually 
“admin” and “admin,” respectively). If these are not changed, a hacker 
can easily access your router and get through firewalls.

• Email accounts. The reasons for this should be self-explanatory. We 
don’t allow random strangers to review our correspondence files. 

• Cloud services. Again, this should be self-explanatory, especially 
given the obligation to avoid the disclosure of clients’ confidential 
information. 

• iPhones, iPads, Androids, other smart devices. 

• Portable drives (also known as “thumb drives” or “flash drives”): 
These small storage devices are very easy to misplace. Therefore, no 
one who finds one should be able to access the data without a 
password.
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• Web Sites: You don’t want a group like Anonymous defacing your 
site.

Why Are Smart Passwords Necessary?
The simple answer is because hackers can try to get your password. Sometimes 
it’s done simply for amusement, sometimes it is done for more malicious 
reasons. This year, lawyers in North America have seen hacking from China 
involving international business deals the firms have worked on. In one 
instance, over 80 law firms were the subject of an attack. Experts reported that 
this was a case of international corporate espionage. 

The evidence is overwhelming that in the Wild West of the Internet, the 
number of people not willing to play by the rules is higher than we want to 
admit. Your best defense against these attackers is good security practices, and 
those include smart passwords. 

What Is A Smart Password?
A smart password is one that is hard to crack. Understanding how hackers 
attack passwords illustrates why some passwords are harder to crack than 
others. To best understand how hackers work, you need to start thinking like 
one and ask yourself how you would break into the data collection. 

One of the first ways a hacker may try to crack your password is to look for 
clues. If the hacker is posing as a part of your after-hours cleaning crew, he or 
she can hunt for the workstation with the username and password written 
down nearby. Too often, usernames and passwords are written down on Post-It 
Notes and attached to the side of the computer’s display. Hackers who are 
working on site will go through drawers, bulletin boards, and other places 
where passwords may be found. They will look at the undersides of keyboards 
and other oce equipment like staplers. 

If you take nothing else from this paper, take the lesson that allowing your 
employees to write down their usernames and passwords and leave them 
anywhere in the oce is as eective as not using passwords at all. Wise law 
firms will issue written policies prohibiting this practice, and they will do 
occasional audits to make sure no one is ignoring the protocol. 
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Another common technique for hackers is to assume that your password is 
something personal to you: children’s names, spouse’s names, birth dates, and 
the like are all easy targets. Even if the hacker doesn’t know you personally, if he 
or she is posing as part of your cleaning crew, there’s nothing to prevent the 
hacker from looking through a desk calendar for notes like “Bobby’s birthday.” 
That tidbit gives three possible passwords to try: Bob, Bobby, and Robert. 

In many instances, hackers will try online eorts to crack your password. 
(Although, on-site hackers may very well employ the following methods as 
well.) The usual first line of attack is known as a dictionary attack. Software 
programs (which are readily and easily available for you to download from the 
Internet—sometimes even for free) begins with the first word in the dictionary, 
then tries each successive word until the password is found:

a, aardvark, aardwolf, AB, aba, abaca, aback, abacus, abaft, abalone, 
abandon, abandoned, abase, abash, abasia, abate, abattoir, abbe 
abbess, abbey, abbot, abbreviate, abdicate, abdomen, abduct, 
abeam, abed, abele, aberdeen, aberration, abet, abeyance, abhor, 
abhorrent, abide, and so on. 

These software programs are sophisticated enough to input the password 
thousands of time per second. A dictionary attack can succeed in mere minutes. 

If a dictionary attack does not work, hackers can use what are known as brute 
force attacks. In this type of attack, a software program begins with the simplest 
password and goes from there:

a, aa, aaa, aaaa, aaaaa,...b, bb, bbb,…z, zz, zzz,...ab, ac, ad, ae, af…
az, aba, abb, abc, abd,…zbz, zcz, zdz…Aa, Ab, Ac, Ad…AAa, AAb, 
AAc, AAd, AAe…FFFFFG, FFFFFH, FFFFFI, FFFFFJ, and so on. 

What makes a brute force attack particularly dangerous is that it is certain to 
succeed, given enough time. When it comes to smart passwords, you need to 
create them in a way that makes it virtually impossible to crack within a 
reasonable time. 
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The Anatomy Of A Smart Password
The way you create a password that will not be cracked within a reasonable 
time is to increase the possible character set and the length of the password. 
Let’s look at some scenarios to see how this plays out. Assume, that your 
password must be six characters long, and have only lowercase letters. The 
number of possible passwords is a little over 300 million (308,915,776 to be 
exact). That may sound like a huge number, but when you realize that even a 
slow attack program can make one thousand guesses a second, a hacker could 
get through your password in under 96 hours. It’s not hard to imagine a hacker 
setting up a dedicated computer to pound on your network’s security for 96 
hours. An online fast attack computer can blow through the total set of possible 
passwords in a fraction of a second. 

We can improve upon this by making the six-character password use lower case 
and upper case letters. Where a lower case-only set has 26 possible letters for 
each of the six characters, a lower and upper case set will have 52 possible 
letters for each of the six characters. Already we have hugely increased the 
number of possible passwords to almost 20 billion (19,770,609,660, give or take 
a few). A slow attack will take a little under eight months to crack this 
password, but a fast attack can still get through in less than one second. 

If we add numbers to our character set, we now have 62 possible characters in 
each space of the six-space password. The total number of passwords now 
exceeds 56 billion. Unfortunately, a fast attack computer can still work through 
this collections in just a little under two seconds. (There is a known password 
cracking computer that runs an amazing 33.1 billion passwords per second—and 
security experts are not sure it is anywhere close to the fastest.)

To improve this situation, we can add typographical characters, such as !, @, #, 
$, %, and the like to the set. Doing that with a six-space password yields a set of 
possible passwords numbering over 740 billion (742,912,017,120 if you need to 
know). While a slow attack will now need almost 24 years to crack the 
password, a fast attack can eat through that set in a little under eight seconds. 

Because we have maxed out the number of possible characters, the only way to 
improve the quality of the password is to make it longer. If we add just two 
more characters to create an eight-character password, we have a total of 
6,704,780,954,517,120 passwords. For a slow attack, a hacker will need over two 
thousand centuries. A fast attack, however, may only need a little under 19 
hours. Eight-character passwords are simply too short. 
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How long does a smart password need to be? This chart shows the answer.

Length Total Possible Slow Attack Fast Attack Massive Attack
9 characters 6.37 x 1017 200,000 

centuries
2.43

months
1.77
hours

10 characters 6.05 x 1019 19.24 million 
centuries

19.24 
years

1 
week

11 characters 5.75 x 1021 1.83 billion 
centuries

18.28 
centuries

1.83 
years

12 characters 5.46 x 1023 1.74 hundred 
billion centuries

1,740
centuries

1.74
centuries

15 characters 4.68 x 1029 149,000 trillion 
centuries

1,490,000,000 
centuries

1,490,000 
centuries

18 characters 4.01 x 1035 1.28 hundred 
billion trillion 

centuries

1.28 thousand 
trillion centuries

1.28 trillion 
centuries

20 characters 3.62 x 1039 1.15 thousand 
trillion trillion 

centuries

11.52 million 
trillion centuries

11.52 thousand 
trillion centuries

Nine-, ten-, and eleven-character passwords could, hypothetically, be cracked in 
less than two years with a massive cracking computer array on the job. These 
devices are not yet in use, but they may be just around the corner. For the 
foreseeable future, it appears that a 12-character password made up of lower 
case characters, upper case characters, numbers, and symbols will be 
sucient for most purposes. (Call me paranoid, but my master password is 20 
characters. One security expert uses a tool that generates 63-character 
passwords, which is probably overkill. More on master passwords later.) 

The best example of a 12-character password is one that is complete gibberish, 
such as these examples. 

ai\Nn.N5U_Um
*I&aaxRtzw^9
5Vv</aqLi0ZO

The problem with these passwords, of course, is that they are virtually 
impossible to remember. There is a better way. 
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Creating A Smart Password
Perhaps the most practical way to create a twelve-character password is to 
create a passphrase that uses lower case, upper case, numbers, and symbols. The 
only caveat is that your passphrase cannot use only dictionary words lest it 
succumb to a dictionary attack. A passphrase like VeniVidiVici is likely to fail 
pretty quickly, although Ven1Vid1Vici1 is better. Although it is longer than 
twelve characters, you could create a password such as Ven1-Vid1-Vic1. 

Another alternative is to use a password generator that has a “memorable” or 
“pronounceable” setting. For example, the Macintosh operating system (OS X 
10.x) has a password generator built into its Keychain Access application. 

There are similar utilities available for the Windows and Linux operating 
systems as well, and a simple Google search will lead you to them. 

You Are Not Done Yet
Now that you have your unbreakable password, it may be tempting to use this 
password for everything. 

That is a mistake. On the o chance that a hacker somehow gets your 
password, the hacker will assume that you use it for everything: your bank 
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accounts, credit card accounts, and so on. Using a single password for 
everything is like using a single key for every lock you encounter in life. Lose 
the key, and the person who finds it has access to your car, your oce, your 
house, and any place else you may use a lock. The odds are that you will write 
this password down somewhere (and maybe carry it in your wallet). All it takes 
is for a crook to come across it (or a hacker to use a keystroke logger on your 
computer!) and your security is compromised everywhere. 

The only way to be safe is to use a dierent password for every web site, 
computer cloud service, workstation, etc. Remembering all of them, however, is 
a feat that even the Rain Man would find daunting. 

The solution is to use a password “wallet, ” a software application that not only 
keeps track of your passwords, but also can create secure, smart passwords and 
store all of them in an encrypted database. These types of applications typically 
use a master password to unlock them. If you can remember the master 
password, you are set. 

Better password wallets integrate with your web browser to make it easy to 
enter usernames and passwords with just a couple of mouse clicks. They will 
also generate random passwords and plug them into web sites when you sign 
up with a site. The applications also allow you to create and store notes, all 
safely stored behind the master password. This can be a good place to keep 
your safe combination or children’s Social Security numbers. 

There are two password wallets I am familiar with, 1Password and LastPass. 
1Password is a software application that is available for Mac OS and Windows, 
along with portable platforms (iOS and Android). LastPass is a web-based 
service, although all encryption of the password database takes place on your 
computer rather than on a web server. You can find out more about these 
services in the appendix of resources. 

Finally, good security practices include changing your passwords every six 
months or so. This is because even though your password might in theory take 
years or longer to crack, the fact is that password crackers are being improved 
all the time. For example, since hackers know that some users are aware that 
passwords beginning with “a” might be cracked quickly, they might set their 
password cracker to begin with a dierent letter. 
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For a number of years, I used a nine-character password for a Gmail account. It 
consisted of upper and lower case characters and numbers. Although it should 
hypothetically take centuries to crack, my Gmail password was indeed cracked. 
I was fortunate that Gmail detected the intrusion and locked the account down. 
Other systems might not be so savvy and responsive. 

By changing my password every six months, I make my password a moving 
target. Not every online password needs to be changed so often. For example, 
your online record of physical workouts is probably not as important as your 
mortgage company’s web site. 

If you use a password wallet, it is wise to change your master password every 
six months. Creating new master password to remember could be a pain, 
however. What you might consider doing is creating a master password and 
then adding something to the end that is part of a pattern that changes. For 
example, you could add *2012-03 now, and *2012-09 if you change in 
September. Thus the core of your master password remains the same yet you 
are able to change it without diculty. 

Conclusion
Smart password practices may seem like a lot of trouble, but in today’s world 
they are absolutely necessary. In the past, some lawyers have felt that it is 
malpractice to not receive the advance sheets from West. Today, those lawyers 
probably feel it is malpractice to not subscribe to a service such as Westlaw or 
Lexis. As technology changes, our standards of responsibility change as well. 
There is no going back, no matter how much we might long for simpler times. 
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Resources

How to Pick Strong Passwords
http://www.digitaltrends.com/mobile/crack-this-how-to-pick-strong-passwords-
and-keep-them-that-way/

The Password Haystack
https://www.grc.com/haystack.htm

1Password
http://agilebits.com/

LastPass
http://lastpass.com/
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